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In the last years studies of triplex DNA have been
paid much more attention because of its importance as
a tool for DNA sequencing, gene control and therapeutic
application. Properties of the Triplex DNA have been
studied experimentally using Electrospray Soft Ioniza-
tion Mass Spectrometry techniques. Where DNA un-
dergoes a transition from solvent to vacuum changing
its ionization pattern, the process is too fast to follow
the structural changes with resolution. Here is where
computational techniques come in handy. By perform-
ing simulations in environments that simulate conditions
before and after the ionization we can better understand
the nature of these triplexes and how we might be able
to improve this sequences for antigene therapy. Intrinsic
properties of Triplex are studied exploring its configura-
tional space through Molecular Dynamics simulation in
gas phase. Gas phase trajectrories are compared with
solution ones.

Simulations have been performed for differ-
ent structures, such as (GCC+)x12mer/18mer,
(GCC+/ATT)x6mer/9mer and (ATT)x12mer/18mer,
where C+ stands for protonated cytosine. Accord-
ing to electrospray experiments1 a net charge of -6/-9
is assigned to the 12mer/18mer triplexes respectively.
Since there is no information about the location of these
charges, two neutralization protocols were considered.

First, the total charge was equally distributed along all
phosphates by appropriate scaling of their charges. In
the second protocol a set of 6/9 phosphates which min-
imize the coulombic potential is chosen, while the rest
of the phosphates are neutralized by protonating phos-
phate groups. Unrestrained MD simulations at constant
pressure and temperature in water yields stable struc-
tures, as noted in the RMSd values. Hydrogen bonds are
fully preserved along the whole trajectory. After 100 ns
MD simulations, the structures of the triplex in vacuum
are distorted. During the dynamics in gas phase helices
fold and the whole structure appears more compacted
as shown by the collision cross section and radius of gy-
ration time behaviour. In general hydrogen bonds are
not preserved unlike stacking interactions which instead
appear not so different from in solution one as aspected
from DNA behaviour in gas2. Hoogsteen duplexes which
compose the triplexes look like more stable than Watson-
Crick one probably because of presence of positive charge
of the protoneted cytosine.
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